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LIFESTYLE

Beauty Essentials
Stock your arsenal with these fab finds   

Words by Vanessa Pascale

Little Miss Miracle, 
Crème de la Mer 
La Mer has teamed up with children’s author/
illustrator Roger Hargreaves to launch the 
limited-edition, Little Miss Miracle, Crème de 
la Mer. Just like La Mer’s ultra-renewing Miracle 
Broth elixir, Little Miss Miracle celebrates hope 
and perseverance. Adorable Mr. Men and Little 
Miss characters appear on the limited-edition 
containers housing the iconic Miracle Broth, a 
potent, luxurious blend of precious sea-born 
ingredients that deeply moisturize and heal skin, 
restoring it to its healthiest. The rich formula is 
the epitome of luxury --leaving skin soft, supple, 
and delightfully dewy. It’s easy to see why this 
is a celeb fave. Available in limited quantities, 
exclusively at Sephora and at CremedelaMer.com 
for $325.

The Ritual of Sakura Collection 
by Rituals  
Rituals, inspired by ancient traditions, offers 
luxurious body and home products. Their Ritual 
of Sakura collection boasts the delicate scent of 
cherry blossoms, and features body cream ($33), 
foaming shower gel ($15), body scrub ($29), 
shower oil ($15), bath foam ($19), a scented 
candle ($35), and Fragrance Sticks ($39). Their 
bath products leave skin feeling refreshed and 
smooth, while their home products create 
ambiance and fit with all décor. The brand is an 
absolute favorite of mine to gift others! Available 
at www.rituals.com/en-us/home.

Perricone MD 
Cocoa Moisture Mask   
Nourish parched, winter skin with this rich mask, 
which boasts an alluring cocoa aroma. Simply 
massage the cocoa-enriched microcapsules into 
your skin to create a dark-brown mask, leave on 
for 5-10 minutes, then rinse off with warm water. 
Skin immediately feels nourished and moisturized. 
Free of parabens, sulfates, and phthalates, after 
two weeks, users noticed that skin felt smoother, 
more moisturized, and had improved texture. For 
best results, use 2-3 times a week. Available at 
www.perriconemd.com for $69.

Keratin Complex Intense Rx 
Active Keratin Repair Serum 
If you’re someone like me, whose hair has been 
damaged from hair dye, highlights, and styling 
tools, you need this serum. STAT! Intense Rx, 
which is infused with 25% of pure Keratin Protein, 
helps the hair rebuild its strength and elasticity 
and reduces breakage and split ends –after one 
treatment. Intense Rx clings to existing protein 
bonds, restructuring and rebuilding extremely 
damaged and chemically-compromised hair. This 
serum also revitalizes hair during blow-drying and 
flat ironing. Available at www.keratincomplex.com 
for $42.


